FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)

Q.1 Are the courses NCTE approved?
Ans- Yes, both the B.Ed. and M.Ed. courses are NCTE approved.

Q.2 What is the duration of the Courses?
Ans- Both, B.Ed. and M.Ed. courses are of one academic year duration.

Q.3 What is the content for B.Ed. entrance examination?
Ans- The entrance examination is objective type, multiple type questions. 100 questions are asked each carrying 1 mark. 20 questions are asked from each of the five areas mentioned below.
   a) English Language Proficiency - 20 Marks
   b) Teacher Attitude - 20 Marks
   c) Teacher Aptitude - 20 Marks
   d) General Knowledge - 20 Marks
   e) Logical Reasoning - 20 Marks

Q.4 What are my job opportunities at the exit point?
Ans- Graduation + B.Ed. = School teacher at secondary level
       Post Graduation + B.Ed. = Lecturer at Junior College.
       M.Ed. = Teacher Educator at Teacher Training Colleges.
       = To pursue Higher Studies.

Q.5 What are the different methods taught in the Institution?
Ans- Languages for B.Ed. – English, Hindi, Marathi, Sanskrit.
       Social Studies – History, Geography
       Mathematics, Science.

Q.6 What is the content of M.Ed. entrance examination?
Ans- The M.Ed. entrance examination is of objective type, 100 multiple choice type questions are asked, each carrying 1 mark. 100 questions are asked from the B.Ed syllabus.